WHAT'S YOUR MAJOR?

NAME: Paige

MAJOR: History

CLASSIFICATION: Freshman

TELL THE STORY OF HOW YOU FOUND THIS MAJOR:
Long story but I lived in Tennessee my freshman year of high school and took world history and world geography together and when I moved to Texas my sophomore year of high school, I had to take a full year of either subject so I took world history again. Both times I took the class I had a coach teach and the coach in Texas did not seem to care about teaching at all which was a shame. I loved the subject and wanted to actually learn and not just watch movies. I was originally taking classes to get into the film field but decided I wanted to teach world history as the high school level so here I am in college on track to be a history major soon with a minor in education :-)

WHAT TIPS DO YOU HAVE FOR FIRST-YEAR STUDENTS:
Move on from any hold you have to high school and start new. Be social and if you don’t want to do that at least go to public areas to study or hang out, it’s such an easy way to make friends with people. Don’t stay out too late if you have any early morning classes I’ve learned that the hard way.